The parallel GA
Path planning for robots requires performing many computations to evaluate a fitness function (see the "Genetic algorithms" sidebar) for use in the GA. The size of the computations for the fitness function dominates the other computations, including the other steps of the GA. So, we used a global GA 6, 8 to compute the fitness of each string in parallel. We've implemented the parallel GA on a transputer network, using an asynchronous master/slave approach with message passing along a pipeline (see Figure 1a) . A multiplexer
The potential-field approach 1 creates an artificial potential field (U) in space that reflects the structure of space. It has two components:
• An attractive potential (U att ) pulling a particle toward the goal.
• A repulsive potential (U rep ) pushing the particle away from obstacles.
A particle in space, at point q, will be under the influence of U. The artificial force acting on it is the gradient of U, which is 1 The attractive potential is felt over the whole region and is where ε is a positive scaling factor and the Euclidean distance to the goal, q goal , is Therefore, the attractive force is
The repulsive potential is only felt in the vicinity of an obstacle (that is, within a distance ρ0) and is where η is a positive scaling factor and the distance to the obstacle (at the point q′ on the object closest to q) is Therefore, the repulsive force from an obstacle is (A) An obstacle's repulsive force is calculated if q is within its distance of influence. The total repulsive force is the sum of each individual repulsive force. If the particle at q collides with the obstacle (that is, the distance from the obstacle is zero), the repulsive force from that obstacle will be infinite. If the particle at q is to move a distance δ, in the next iteration the new position will be (B) 
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. process on each slave processor handles the communication. Figure 1b shows the pseudocode for the parallel GA. The master stores the entire population, generates the initial population, and performs reproduction. A queueing system then distributes the pairs of strings to the slave processes. If the system has n + 1 processors (n slaves and one master), the master sends the first n pairs of strings to each slave. When a slave process receives a pair of strings, it decodes the strings, performs crossover and mutation, and then evaluates each string's fitness. Then the slave returns the pair of new strings, along with their associated fitness, to the master to help form the next population. The master can then send the next pair of strings in the queue (if any are waiting) to the available slave.
(The number of transputers that we used is less than half the population size. But, if the number of transputers was greater than half the population size, having each slave process evaluate the fitness of a single string at a time would be more efficient.)
This approach has two drawbacks. First, because a pipeline connects the slave transputers, data must go though all the previous slaves before reaching the target slave. This can cause delays if a lot of data is being sent through the system. A network with greater connectivity, such as a multilevel tree, would solve this . problem. Second, when a slave process has finished its task, it must send its results back to the master and wait until the next set of data arrives from the master. The master will only send this data after it has received the results. This causes a small delay before the slave can process the next string. Buffering the data can reduce this communication overhead.
The collision-avoidance algorithm
The collision-avoidance algorithm (see Figure 2 ) generates trajectories for manipulators, with the end-effector of each moving from a specified starting point to the goal. The GA finds suitable joint angles for each manipulator, between allowable limits, to position the manipulator's end-effector as close to the target as possible without any A GA is a heuristic search algorithm developed by John Holland. 5 The GA mainly differs from traditional search methods in these ways: 6 They
• search a population of points in parallel;
• use probabilistic transition rules, not deterministic ones;
• use an encoding of the points in the domain rather than the points in the domain directly; and • only need to be able to evaluate the cost function at each point in the domain. (They do not need any other information about the problem. That is, they are blind-they cannot see what is around them.)
A GA is robust and global. 7 The robustness implies not only that it operates efficiently, but also that it can solve a wide range of problems. It can provide alternative solutions to a problem and can help identify alternative solutions to multiobjective problems.
GAs operate similarly to natural species. Organisms in nature live for a certain period, during which they produce other offspring. In each successive generation, the fittest survive and the weaker ones die. Offspring inherit some, but not all, of their parents' characteristics. They might be fitter or weaker, and external influences might determine some of their characteristics.
GAs are used to optimize an objective function using a randomized, but guided, parallel iterative search of a finite discrete domain, 5,7 not a simulated reasoning process or random search. The search simultaneously examines a set of strings in each iteration. Each string represents an individual point in the domain (search space). The string's coding is arbitrary, but the mapping of the string into the domain must be unique.
The strings s consist of a series of n digits: s = {b 1 , b 2 , ..., b n }. The digits b are from an alphabet of size r. Therefore, the number of points in the domain to be searched is r n . The string length should be selected such that the distance between two consecutive decoded strings in the domain is not significant; otherwise, the search will never consider optimal values lying between two consecutive points.
The most common representation of strings is the binary alphabet; that is, b j ∈ {0, 1}; j = 1, 2, ..., n. This representation is generally optimal 7 and works well for our approach. In coupled and nonlinear systems (such as robot manipulator kinematics), each substring's contribution to the string's overall fitness (performance value) is unknown. In our approach, each string or substring is decoded to its numeric value and subsequently linearly scaled to suit the domain.
Let z k denote the kth substring of string s (where ϕ substrings exist, each of length σ; therefore ϕ.σ = n); that is,
. Let x be a vector with each element containing the binary value of the corresponding substring from string s-that is,
The population of a GA (of size m) is the current set of strings, P t , at iteration t (t = 0, 1, …, t final ); that is, t = {s t 1 , s t 2 , …, s t m }. The initial population, P 0 , is selected randomly, without any bias, and subsequent generations, P t , are derived via a number of genetic operations applied to the previous population, P t−1 . The main operations are reproduction, crossover, and mutation (which we'll explain later), and are sufficient for our approach.
Each new generation should have a greater average fitness than the previous. If the population in the previous generation contains strings that have a greater fitness than the fittest strings in the current population, some of the old fit strings can replace some of the current strings (either at random or replacing the worst). Figure B contains C-like pseudocode outlining the GA process.
The GA might never converge to the global maximum, but should obtain a reasonably fit solution in its locality. It requires no auxiliary information (such as derivatives) about the fitness function, which evaluates a particular
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. part of the manipulator colliding with any obstacle. The manipulators move together toward their goals iteratively. During each iteration, each manipulator is considered in turn and has priority over the next (that is, the first will have the highest priority).
The algorithm calculates the target from the endeffector's current position, using the potential field formula (Equation B in the "Potential fields" sidebar). The distance to be moved in each iteration is δ in time interval δt. During that interval, the GA searches for a set of suitable joint angles between the maximum allowable joint displacements. If any manipulators in the environment reach their goals while other manipulators and obstacles are still moving, they might still need to have string's performance. However, the problem must involve unconstrained maximization. The fitness function does not have to be smooth, linear, differentiable, or noiseless, but should be able to be evaluated at each point in the domain, with a nonnegative range. Problems involving minimization or having a negative cost can be converted to a suitable form for the GA via a mapping.
The GA search should be terminated when it reaches a solution in the desired error margin or when it has performed a set maximum number of iterations, which should be less than (C) Otherwise the process is inefficient, because an enumerative search would cover the entire domain in the same time, without any repetition, and find the best possible solution.
POPULATION STATISTICS
The population statistics are used to monitor the population's performance, and the reproduction operator uses them in the selection process. The fitness sum (net population fitness) and average population fitness are determined from the fitness of each string. The weight of each string is the normalized fitness of the string. counter = 0; initialize_population(P(counter)); f(0) = evaluate fitness(P(counter)); while (solution_not_found) { counter++; P(counter) = reproduce(P(counter-1)); crossover(P(counter)); mutate(P(counter)); f(counter) = evaluate_fitness(P(counter)); if (max(f(counter)) < max(f(counter-1))) insert_previous_best(P(counter),P(counter-1)); } Figure B . Pseudocode for the genetic algorithm.
. their joint variables computed, to move out of the way if a collision is possible.
At first, the target is the starting point and the search takes place between the joint extremities, or initial starting joint variables can be specified. If the initial joint angles are not specified, the population of the GA might have to be larger. The GA will also need a longer time to find a suitable set of starting angles, because the search will cover a much larger domain. The string lengths might also need to be increased to compensate for the loss in accuracy caused by the expanded search.
To calculate the position of any joint (say, joint k) in space, given the joint variables, is straightforward, 9,10 but the inverse kinematics problem (computing the The weight of string i (normalization) is
REPRODUCTION
The reproduction operator randomly selects new strings from the previous population, proportional to their relative fitness. The fitter the string, the greater the chance of selection. Conversely, the weaker strings might not be selected at all. The operator selects m new strings from the old population, based on their relative fitness. A number, y, is randomly selected in (0, 1]. If ,(with w0 set to 0) then string l is selected. Figure C shows pseudocode outlining the operation.
CROSSOVER
The crossover operator exchanges information between pairs of strings. Each string is paired off, and the tail ends of the two strings are swapped at a randomly chosen point (integer) from [1, n − 1] if a randomly chosen number in (0, 1] for the pair is less than the crossover probability, p c (0 ≤ p c ≤ 1). Figure D1 shows the crossover operation applied to two binary strings; Figure D2 shows the pseudocode for this operation. The digits of the strings can also be shuffled to cross over at a random number of points.
MUTATION
The mutation operator 5, 6 randomly modifies information in the strings. It prevents the GA from converging on a local maximum, rather than the global maximum, and can introduce new strings into the search. The operator considers in turn each digit in each string. If a randomly chosen number in (0, 1] is less than the mutation probability, p m (0 ≤ p m ≤ 1), that digit is inverted; that is, b′ ij = 1 − b ij . The mutation probability should be very low; otherwise, the GA will become nothing more than a random search. Figure  E illustrates the operation and its pseudocode. . joint variables to realize a specified end-effector position in space) is extremely difficult. The equations are difficult to invert, especially with redundant manipulator links-there will usually be an infinite number of solutions. One way around this is to search for the joint variables-this is where the GA comes into play. This use of the GA is similar to that of Parker, Khoogar, and David Goldberg, 11 but includes collision avoidance. Also, in our approach, the GA searches a restricted portion of the joint extremities, instead of between the joint extremities, to simplify the calculation of the fitness function.
The above method, while considering the endeffector's position, does not consider the speed and acceleration. If δ is always fixed over δt, the speed is always constant; but a manipulator starts and finishes in a stationary position. To account for the effects of varying speed, the value of δ can be adjusted during the motion.
A manipulator might loiter because of an obstacle: a local minima in the potential field or a moving obstacle pushing the manipulator around in circles. For the algorithm to detect if a manipulator is loitering, the manipulator must be near an obstacle (that is, within a certain distance from it) and the end-effector must be moving close to a location it occupied earlier. In this case, the algorithm moves the manipulator in another direction (toward a temporary alternate goal) until it is out of the obstacle's influence (that is, it has moved a certain distance away from the obstacle). Then the manipulator proceeds as usual. The algorithm uses the location of the manipulator's base as the alternate goal; this forces the manipulator to move around the obstacle's near side rather than its far side, where the manipulator might become trapped.
A manipulator might also become trapped (see Figure 3) . This occurs when the end-effectors are free to move, but an obstacle close to the manipulator's base is blocking the proximal manipulator links. One way to avoid this situation is to detect it occurring and then force the manipulator to backtrack and move around the obstacle. But a simpler method would be to set an intermediate goal to which the manipulator first moves, to allow it to move around the obstacle in another direction.
GA DETAILS
The GA divides each genetic string into a set of substrings; each substring corresponds to a particular joint variable. The substrings are linearly transformed into joint variables, which are then applied to the forwardkinematics equation. The GA evaluates fitness in two ways: How close is the end-effector to the desired position? How far away from other obstacles is the manipulator? If the manipulator collides with an obstacle for a particular set of joint variables, the GA sets that string's fitness to zero.
The mapping from each genetic substring to a joint variable, for joint k, is where Θ k is the current joint variable k, Θ′ k is the new joint variable k, xk is the decoded value of genetic substring k (Equation C in the "Genetic algorithms" sidebar), and σ = substring length.
The joint limits Θ kx and Θ kn at the start are the maximum and minimum allowable joint positions, but during the motion they are Maximum limit:
where δΘ k is the maximum allowable joint motion for joint k.
The fitness function is where w 1 and w 2 are the error weights. We define the fitness function this way so that, as the error increases from zero to infinity, the fitness drops from one to zero. This is necessary because the GA attempts to maximize an objective function, not minimize it.
The first error term is the positioning error:
The manipulator's maximum reach is . where ϕ is the number of substrings or manipulator links, d i is the joint length, 12 and a i is the manipulator link length. 12 The second error term is the proximity error:
where F i is the repulsive force from obstacle i to the closest point on the manipulator (Equation A in the "Potential fields" sidebar).
The above algorithm requires calculating the distances between obstacles and the manipulator, and knowing which point on the obstacle is closest. Numerous techniques for this exist; we use one that models all the manipulators and objects. 13 
TESTING THE ALGORITHM
We ran the sequential GA on an IBM-compatible PC, and the parallel GA on a network of seven SGS-Thompson T805 transputers, using the PC as a host. The transputers use message passing along channels connected between the processors. Each processor has four transputer links that can be used to connect it to other processors. These connections are specified in a configuration file. The simulation programs are written in C, but the multiplexer routine is written in Occam and runs on each of the slave processors (which support multitasking). We tested the algorithm on three 2D and one 3D examples; in each case the manipulators move successfully without collision from their starting points to their goals. In two dimensions, two degrees of freedom are required to position the end-effector at any location in its reach. In three dimensions, three degrees of freedom are required. But in each example, we added a redundant degree of freedom, giving the manipulator infinite jointvariable possibilities for most end-effector positions, to allow for collision avoidance. Table 1 contains the manipulator-link parameters 12 for all the examples, and Table 2 contains the GA and potential-field parameters.
In Example 1 (two dimensions), a planar manipulator with three revolute joints moves between two obstacles (see Figure 4a ). In Example 2 (two dimensions), two planar manipulators, each with three revolute joints, move around each other to their goals (see Figure 4b) . In Example 3 (three dimensions), two manipulators, each with four revolute joints, move to their goals while avoiding an obstacle moving from O S to O F (see Figure 4c) . In all the figures the view is down the z-axis, and each manipulator M i moves from S i to F i along path P i . The path is erratic because of the random nature of the GA. In Figure 4c , the (top) view is slightly deceptive-the manipulator moves over the top of the object. Table 3 summarizes the results. Example 4 is similar to Example 1, except that we implemented it on the transputers to examine the performance of parallel processing. We used one to six slave transputers. Table 4 summarizes the results. The cases with more iterations per processor took longer, as we expected. The correlation coefficient between the time and iterations per processor is approximately 92.7%. But as the number of processors increased, the time to perform an iteration dropped, as we expected. This shows that increasing the number of processors does directly increase the performance. The correlation coefficient for W e hope to apply our approach to a real manipulator in real time in an environment containing unknown obstacles. To do that, we need to address these issues:
• How to detect when the manipulator is near obstacles (similar to the distance of influence in potential fields). This does not require a complete description of all the possible obstacles (or any prior knowledge of any of them), as a configuration-space approach would; it requires only local knowledge.
• How to use very fast processing or exploit parallel processing to enable the manipulator to move with reasonable speed.
• How to examine the feasibility of the next position before moving there.
Other possible directions for our research include
• comparing the performance of GAs to other techniques (for example, simulated annealing), • incorporating path planning into a complete taskplanning system for robot manipulators, • other parallel implementations, and • overcoming some of the problems with potential fields.
